
AN EXCERPT FROM

GOMARD’S THE THEORY OF FENCING

Chapter 20

THE SIMPLE ATTACKS

The simple attack occurs when the blade makes only that movement 
necessary to go toward the body.  The simple attack does not contemplate 
any feint; it is the attack reduced to its simplest expression, composing only 
a single temps in which the point is lead to the body in the line where the 
adversary is open. 

The simple attack is made by the straight thrust, and the 
disengagement or the coupé.

The straight thrust can occur in each of  the four lines.  From each 
engagement, the disengagement can be made in two different lines.  That, 
along with four straight thrusts and those from the eight engagements, in 
total make 12 simple attacks. 

The Straight Thrust
The straight thrust is the simplest of  the simple attacks.  It is the 

action of  leading the point towards the body in a straight line; it is the 
movement that ends all final thrusts.   The action of  thrusting direct most 
often follows an action on the enemy’s blade or is a result of  the enemy’s 
negligence; the straight thrust is rather the profit that one reaps from a 
presented opportunity. 

When a feint or an attack on the blade precedes a straight thrust, they 
form a composed attack.  The straight thrust that follows a parry is a 
simple attack because the parry’s action should not be considered an attack 
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on the blade, but as a necessity of  defense, stemming from the fact that 
someone is attacking.

The straight thrust is executed in two different conditions:  the straight 
thrust proper and the forced straight thrust.  It is a straight thrust 
proper when the line to the opponent is open and you do not have to 
execute any action on the opposing blade to make the touch.  

It is a forced straight thrust when, dominating the opposing steel 
by using the blade’s strong against the enemy’s weak, the thrust opens a 
path to the body.  The forced straight thrust’s success depends upon how 
precisely and promptly you move toward the opponent’s body as well as a 
simultaneous, high elevation of  the hand and the strong’s continuous 
action on the enemy’s weak.  With this, you overpower all parries using the 
control you have on the opposing steel.  The straight thrust can occur 
every time a fencer gives up his weak to the action of  the enemy’s strong.

Because the straight thrust can occur in each of  the four lines, there 
are four different straight thrusts.

In each of  the four lines, the straight thrust can be executed in two 
different ways—either pronated or supinated—and, thus, it is designated 
by the resulting botte.

In the inside-high line, the straight thrust can be thrust as a botte in 
quarte or in quinte. 

In the outside-high line, the straight thrust can be thrust as a botte in 
tierce or in sixte. 

In the inside-low line, the straight thrust can be thrust as a botte in prime 
or in septime. 

In the outside-low line, the straight thrust can be thrust as a botte in 
seconde or octave. 

The straight thrust executed in each of  the four lines does not stop 
being the same thrust, regardless of  whether it ends in one line or another.  
For example, in the outside-high line:  whether thrust in pronation or in 
supination, the straight thrust remains the same, but it does not present as 
the same botte.  When thrust in pronation, we should call it the “straight 
thrust in tierce”; thrust in supination, we should call it the “straight thrust in 
sixte”; and likewise with all the others. 

The use of  this or that botte varies according to the circumstances, and, 
on this topic, we refer you to the chapter titled “The Choice of  the Botte 
for the Simple Attacks.” 

The straight thrust can occur by describing a semicircle with the tip; 
this is the straight thrust delivered after the parry of  quarte with flying 
point.  We call this the reverse straight thrust. 

The Disengagement
The disengagement is the action of  passing the blade’s point from one 
line into another in order lead it towards the adversary’s body.



In each of  the four lines, there are two ways to disengage:  by passing 
the point to the line either laterally or vertically adjacent to the line in 
which the blades are engaged. This makes eight different disengagements:

1.	 From the inside-high line, the disengagement can be made to the 
outside-high line and the inside-low line.

2.	 From the outside-high line, the disengagement can be made to the 
inside-high line and the outside-low line.

3.	 From the inside-low line, the disengagement can be made to the 
outside-low and to the inside-high line.

4.	 From the outside-low line, the disengagement can be made to the 
inside-low and to the outside-high line.

If  each of  the four lines provides the disengagement a point of  
departure to two different lines, it follows that each of  the four lines is an 
arrival point from two different lines. 

From the high line to the high line, the disengagement occurs under 
the strong of  the adverse blade.

From the low line to the low line, the disengagement occurs above the 
strong of  the adverse blade. 

From the high line to the low line, or the low line to high line, the 
disengagement occurs on one side of  the strong. 

Besides the disengagement, there is another way to go from one high 
line to the other.  This consists in passing the blade’s point over the 
adversary’s.  This is called the cut-over. 

In the disengagement and the cut-over, when the wrist passes from 
pronation to supination (or vice versa), the rotation should be executed at the 
same time that the point passes from one line to the other.  To do so before 
announces one’s intent; to do so afterwards slows the thrust’s execution.

At bottom, the cut-over is the same thrust as the disengagement, 
because it leaves from the same point to arrive at the same point,1 deceives 
the same parries, and is parried by the same parries.  But it is different in 
its form.  The cut-over is only a variation of  the disengagement and, 
rationally, one cannot classify it apart from the simple attacks.

The use of  the cut-over is more limited than the disengagement, 
occurring only from one high line to the other.  It is rarely used in 
attacking, considering that it hardly works except as a result of  a pressure 
exerted by the enemy’s steel.  The cut-over is more frequently used when 
riposting because it is more easily made than the disengagement.  There 
are only two ways to make the cut-over,2 while there are eight ways to 
disengage. 

1 For example, both the disengagement and the cut-over will leave the outside-high line 
to arrive in the inside-high line. —Transl

2 Here Gomard seems to mean either (1) from outside-high to inside-high, or (2) inside-
high to outside-high. —Transl.



Use the disengagement rather than the cut-over whenever you have 
your point engaged near the opponent’s strong because the route is 
thereby shorter than with the cut-over.  On the other hand, it is better to 
use the cut-over rather than the disengage if  your blade’s strong is engaged 
near the adversary’s point because this position makes for a shorter path to 
the opposite line. 

The disengagement and the cut-over should be made with the sole 
action of  the fingers, and, principally, with the thumb and index finger.  
When executing them, you should pass as closely as possible to—but not 
touch—the enemy’s blade. 

With the word “disengagement” or “cut-over,” we do not solely mean 
the action of  passing the steel from one line to another, but also of  
thrusting the point to the opponent’s body.  The sole action of  disengaging 
or making a cut-over, without achieving a hit through lunging, should only 
be called the “feint of  a disengage” or the “feint of  a cut-over.”

Like the straight thrust, both the disengagement or the cut-over can 
end by two different bottes, according to whether the wrist is in pronation or 
supination.  The use of  one or the other does matter, and we also discuss 
this in the chapter titled “The Choice of  the Botte for the Simple Attacks.”

We repeat for both the disengagements and cut-overs what we have 
said for the straight thrusts:  the disengagement executed in each of  the 
four lines does not cease being the same thrust because it ends by a 
different botte. For example, the disengagement going from the outside-high 
line to the outside-low is always the same thrust, whether executed in 
pronation or in supination, but it does not end in the same botte.  Thrust in 
pronation, we should call it the “disengagement in seconde”; thrust in 
supination, we should call it the “disengagement in octave.”   

The disengagement can only be made from outside to inside, or from 
inside to outside; from high to low, or from low to high.  From the inside-
high line, it is not possible to disengage to the outside-low; nor is it possible 
from the inside-low line to the outside-high line. There is an imaginary, 
impregnable line which does not allow simultaneous passage from outside 
to inside and from high to low, or, likewise, from low to high and from 
inside to outside.  The disengagement only crosses two lines at a time; from 
the engagement in quarte, for example, it is forbidden to disengage to seconde 
or octave, regardless of  the part of  the body towards which the point is 
directed or the elevation given to the hand; likewise, after the parry of  
seconde, it is equally impossible to disengage quarte in riposte (quarte high and 
inside).  

To pass from a high line to a low line, or from a low line to a high, 
there is a way of  disengaging that we call the inverted disengage.  It 
consists of  describing with the point a nearly circular line in order to 
conduct the point from high to low or from low to high and towards the 
body.  This movement is executed by the forearm, which lowers or rises in 
describing a curve at the same time that the wrist passes from supination to 
pronation, and vice versa. 



From the engagement in sixte, the reverse disengage can be made in 
seconde in the outside-low line. 

From the engagement in seconde, the reverse disengage can be made as 
a botte in sixte by lifting the point into the outside-high line.

From the engagement in prime, the reverse disengage can be made as a 
botte in quarte by lifting the point into the inside-high line. 

These three reverse disengages are the only ones in use; we only use 
them as a riposte or in a redouble. 

The Disengagement of Inverted 
Septime 

We thus name the disengagement from the inside-high line to the 
inside-low, thrust with a hand lowered in medium pronation and carried as  
far left as possible, in leading the point towards the adversary’s right flank.  
In this thrust’s lunge, the body should lean forward in order to facilitate the 
lowering of  the hand and the opposition distinctly to the left.

Due to its forced opposition, this thrust is considerably difficulty to 
parry.  If  you use a septime parry, you meet a resistance which renders an 
effective parry nearly impossible; if  you use the demicircle of  seconde with 
an arm half-extended, the blade escapes the parry, so to speak, by its 
exaggerated angulation.  To be effective, the demicircle of  seconde should 
be executed very close to the body in order to seize the blade as closely as 
possible to the point.

The straight thrust in the inside-low line and the disengagement from 
the outside-low line to the inside-low cannot be thrust in inverted septime.  
This thrust can only occur by disengaging from the inside-high line to the 
inside-low line.

The old masters called this thrust the outside-low quarte coupée, without 
explaining the starting point.  If  this botte could be made by disengaging 
from outside high to outside low, it would effectively be, according to the 
former denomination of  bottes, a low-quarte outside, which we moderns 
have named octave.   But, because this botte can only occur by disengaging 
from inside high to inside low and because it is impossible to pass from 
high to low while passing from inside to outside (as we saw in the section 
on the disengagement), this botte, given its starting point, can only belong to 
the inside line and can only be considered as septime.  Not having very 
precise notions of  the lines and judging bottes by where the point hits rather 
than the line, the old masters regarded this botte as being outside, based on 
that part of  the body to which it is directed.  



The inverted-septime disengage—which some masters have gratified 
with the name botte secrète3 due to the difficulty in parrying it—should only 
be used with great caution.  If, by its irregularity, it offers some chance of  
success, it endangers those who use it when it is parried.  The position of  
the hand and the body makes it more difficult to retreat and to parry the 
riposte.  Because this thrust harms the body’s grace and only allows 
reaching the lower part of  the chest, you should very rarely use it in the 
assault and reserve it for those occasions when it is necessary to land a 
touch at all costs. 

The inverted-septime disengage is equally executed in attacking and 
riposting.  In the attack, it is good to precede it with a false beat. 

3 A botte secrète was a supposedly secret thrust, often times promoted as being 
unstoppable, that some instructors only taught to certain students.  In reality, these were 
often unorthodox or rarely-used thrusts that caught opponents by surprise. —Transl


